Digital transformation
strategies
for the mining industry

BEGIN

Industry outlook
For mining companies, the overwhelming good
news is the expected increase in demand for
minerals and metals. The world’s increasingly
urban and more affluent populations require
resource-intensive goods of all sorts. Coupled
with a shift toward clean energy prioritization
means the need of critical materials to support
these areas is driving demand higher and higher.
On the other hand, the mining landscape
continues to grow increasingly complex as the
industry faces new and changing challenges.
Mining companies are shifting the ways in
which they do business. What worked a decade
ago is no longer sufficient in the current
environment, and the changes haven’t stopped,
exacerbated by a global pandemic. Only those
companies working to reposition to better
address challenges and take advantage of
new opportunities will reap the benefits.

The World Bank estimates
production of critical minerals used
in the clean energy transition will
increase 500% by 2050 to meet
demand for new technologies

Sources: Worldbank, Cochilco. Miningglobal.com
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Adapting to a constantly
changing market

-5.2%

Challenges:
Market volatility is the new normal: The mining industry is poised for
growth, but companies must navigate a market characterized by constant
disruption and community expectations.
Access to resources: As mineral resources become exhausted, mining
companies must either master new technologies for extraction and
processing, or venture into more remote locations.
Sustainable operations: Mines have a lasting impact on a community’s
air, water, and land. Prioritizing sustainable operations is becoming
imperative to being successful.
Increased capital and operational costs: Over the past decade, mining
productivity has declined, meaning mining companies need to dig and
move more material today than they were ten years ago to retrieve the
same amount of sellable materials. This decline stands after adjusting
for external factors such as deteriorating ore grades and mine cost
increase, including escalations in the prices of mine inputs such as fuel
and explosives.
Changing workforce demographics: Today’s workforce is changing
dramatically, with baby boomers making way for millennials and
generation z to lead. The retreat of previous generations mean that
knowledge, skill sets and values are heading for the exits, while newer
generations are typically more tech-savvy and place corporate social
responsibility in high regard.
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Strategies for mining companies to meet challenges
While the challenges facing the industry are significant, mining companies have options to
mitigating the associated risks. By focusing on strategic, action-oriented responses to trends
and implications, mining companies can get ahead of setbacks. Reaction-oriented responses
often occur too late and expose mining companies to unnecessary risks.

Market volatility
as a new normal

Accesss to
resources

Sustainable
operation

Increased capital
and operational costs

Changing workforce
demographics

Implementing effective
maintenance strategies

Leverage technology
making the workplace
more attractive and safer

STRATEGIC OPTIONS
An integrated view of
operations allows better
production response
due market changes
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From strategies to solutions
Turn your strategic concepts to realistic solutions

Mine-to-market integration
Supporting and automating
business decisions based on
reliable and contextual
information around production,
assets and inventory

Asset performance
management
Monitor and predict when
an asset is about to fail
and autonomously manage
maintenance activities

Process efficiency

Connected worker

Automate processes and
equipment and optimize
operations while saving
energy, water and reagents

Digital technologies for
remote collaboration,
knowledge transfer
and mobility

THE CONNECTED MINE
The Connected Mine links business, processes, assets and people to provide a holistic view
of your entire mine operation. View contextualized asset information, optimize operations
to deliver savings and reduce downtime by smartly managing your maintenance activities.
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The connected mine at work
The connected mine can improve all areas of mining operations

MINE-TO-MARKET INTEGRATION

PROCESS EFFICIENCY

An integrated operations center brings all the information to one
centralized location. Access production performance, report on
asset utilization and manage downtime inventory and mine
operations easily.

Focus on process control and optimization from your processing
plant and refining areas to plant electrification and ancillaries
(compressors, ventilation).

TLO decision automation solution generated a 4% production uplift.

Iron ore miner was able to step up flotation production of the most
valuable concentrate type from 46% to 73% on average

ASSET PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

CONNECTED WORKER

Keep an eye on your material handling assets and be notified of an issue
before a dangerous breakdown occurs.

Empower and support your workforce through tools like remote
support and expert capture that put the veteran knowledge at in
your workers’ hands.

Online condition monitoring is able to identify gearbox issues
in conveyors before breakdown
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Enabling technologies
Rockwell Automation solutions use the latest and greatest in digital technology tools to solve your business challenges.
The strength of technology that companies are focusing on today – digital twin, IoT platform, extended reality, artificial
intelligence, predictive analytics and more — doesn’t lie in the technologies individually. The value stems from how
companies integrate technology to transform the business and how you work.

INTEGRATED
OPERATION
CENTER

MOM (mining operations
management) IIoT platform

Digital twin
Representation of a physical
entity or system across its
lifecycle using data, analytics,
simulations and emulations

Aggregate, contextualize
and display information from
dissimilar systems

CYBERSECURITY

MINES
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Extended
reality

Artificial
intelligence

Predictive
analytics

Smart
sensors

Decision
automation

Mobility, VR and AR
technologies enhance
situational awareness
of field workers

To support miners
in the processes of
problem solving

Identify potential quality
and downtime events
before they occur

Monitor conditions
such as temperature,
vibration, emissions
levels and particulate
matter

Uses business rules
and data to make
decisions in a process
without the need for
human intervention
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“

Accelerating technology adoption
Despite clear benefits, many miners are facing
obstacles to embrace digital transformation.
Projects may never get approval, and if they do,
don’t deliver on the expected results.
Why is that?
Without a clear business case highlighting
return of investment (ROI), many projects are
denied by company leadership. Developing a
clear strategy roadmap is complex, but missing
this key step often leaves plans at a standstill.

We can do even more
when we effectively
combine our capabilities
and bring multiple
partners to collaborate
on shared problems.”

Mining companies also struggle with attracting
talent and developing new skills. A proliferation
of in-house applications, lack of scalable plans
and difficultly integrating legacy infrastructure
is also to blame.
The truth is, mining is lagging behind
when it comes to digital transformation
implementation. But we can look to other
industries for best practices and lessons
learned.

Pat Bourke, VP of Technology for
Minerals Australia at BHP

Other roadblocks to project success involve
focusing on exciting new technology without a
clear direction on the problems it will solve.

Media

Tech
Banking
Mining
Auto
Construction

O&G

Utilities

Education
Chemicals

Cost optimization and
productivity gains
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Enabling competencies
through LifecycleIQ™ Services
To deliver the successful implementation of a project from start to finish, mining companies can
work with partners to couple their challenges and identify the proper solutions and technologies
according the where they are in the life of their operations.
Professional services

Connected services
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• Operational Analytics
• Process Optimization
• Training

Digital Transformation
strategy and roadmap
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Remote Assistance
Managed Services
Safety Assessments
Network Support
Services
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Enabling competencies through consulting services
The connected mine can improve all areas of mining operations

Consulting services

Professional services

CONSULTING

Connected services

DATA SCIENCE

Field services

TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS PROCESS

• Strategy

• Advanced analytics

• Digital twin

• Operations

• Machine learning

• Organizational change
management

• Artificial intelligence

• Product & data lifecycle
management

• Project and product
portfolio management

• Automation

Workforce services

• Process management
and outsourcing
• Managed services

• Internet of things (IoT)

• Applications

• Extended reality (AR/VR)

• Support
• Cloud infrastructure

Delivering the digital thread that brings The Connected Mine to life
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CASE STUDY

Technology roadmap
for an iron ore company
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

The user had clear business objectives but
required some guidance on creating a digital
transformation roadmap.

We provided a consulting-based approach
to understand customer business needs,
existing technologies, the state of
automation, operational pain points and
growth opportunities to address the user
challenges.

The customer set out with goals to optimize
utilization of assets to increase throughput
and minimize operating cost.
They were also looking to increase operational
visibility, which allows better and faster
decision making.

ESTIMATED BENEFITS:
Throughput increase to be between 2 – 5%
15% reduction in production variation
Soft benefits include improved safety,
upskilling operators, operational visibility,
decisions support and standardization.
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CASE STUDY

Mine-wide process
control system
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

The customer was looking for a way to achieve
standardization across operations and control
between areas.

We provided a standardized control system
across four areas: mine and the concentration
plant, pipeline, filtration plant and the port.

But with large distances between the
different areas and an outdated control
system with more than 20,000 instruments
and motors, the task felt overwhelming.

The solutions included intelligent
instruments and motor controls, a modern
asset-management system, enhanced
alarm system and powerful reporting
capabilities: including water management,
production vs. energy consumption.

RESULTS
Ensuring operational and control
standardization across the plant.
At the end of the project, the user made
its first shipment of ore ahead of schedule
and at a lower cost than estimated.
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CASE STUDY

Safety solution for
overland conveyor
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

The user was not satisfied with the offer
of a conventional solution citing the high
costs of implementation and maintenance of
mechanical switches.

A unified safety solution combining conveyor
automation and smart devices (I/Os and
emergency stop) - distributed across a safety
network backbone

The user was also disappointed with
unnecessary stops due to material
accumulation or variation in the tension of the
safety switch strings by thermal expansion
and the lack of diagnostics.

RESULTS
Reduced cost of installation
Fewer false trips
Greater operational availability
of the conveyor
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CASE STUDY

Integrating underground copper
mine in a single backbone
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

A massive underground expansion project
was shifting from open pit to underground
mine operation in a short period of time. The
goal was to restore disconnected assets
(caused by such quick expansion) to improve
visibility and safety.

We supplied detailed engineering, supply,
configuration and assembly of systems that
make up the mine’s control system. This
included integrated operational platform,
security system, supervision and control
network, predictive maintenance and a
general administrative network.

RESULTS
This integrated solution will help to extend
the life of the mine by at least 40 years,
improving its asset utilization
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CASE STUDY

Decision Automation for Train
Loader Operation (TLO)
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

The operation needed to ensure the trains
were filled in the shortest possible time to
release the right product at the right time.

The execution management (EM) solution
orchestrating the TLO decision-making
process with less human intervention.

Operators can be easily overwhelmed, since
numerous variables and interlocks between
areas must be managed to achieve the desired
product loading and train turnaround time.

EM does this by integrating with ERP
and/or the site’s job management
system to automatically convert a job
into a list of all the equipment needed
to correctly execute the job.

RESULTS
+4% production improvement due to
execution management
This improvement can be translated
to approximately $900M USD per year
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CASE STUDY

Mine haulage digital twin
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

The customer was looking to reduce
transportation costs, identify and
reduce bottlenecks (large number
of mobile assets)and standardize
practices across multiple mines.

A powerful simulation tool able to compare
around 100 scenarios using different
routes, equipment, and procedures
and matched scenarios to mine export
plans to find the most efficient.

RESULTS
Provided a tool for daily decision making
and equipment utilization analysis
Estimated cost savings of $4 million/year
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CASE STUDY

Digital twin conveyor
integrating field and operations
CHALLENGE

OUR ANSWER

The customer was dealing with a lack
of efficiency to address maintenance
events, ineffective communication
between the remote operations center
and site technician. It was a scavenger
hunt to locate all information necessary
to solve maintenance problems.

Integrated virtual environment solution:
1. VR experience : Remote flyby
assessment of conveyor
2. AR experience (Overlaid onto the VR
experience, or the actual equipment on site
- Brings up live operating data, in context)
3. Integrated repository of information
Process Data, Drawings, Technical
documents Alarms, Work orders
And most important, it kept legacy systems
instead of requiring a complete overhaul.

RESULTS
The digital twin enabled technicians to make,
faster, simple and safer decisions. Allowing remote
located staff and operations to be on the same page
instantaneously with full situational awareness.
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